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DG Guide
Timeline
•

May 2016: Consultation draft published by Electricity Engineers’
Association.

•

13th October 2016: Consultation feedback discussed at Network Analysis
Group meeting. Two regulatory issues were identified:

1.

Electricity Safety Regs require that a domestic installation must
follow Part 2 of the AS/NZS 3000 wiring rules, which in turn
requires compliance to all three parts of the old AS 4777 (2005) –
Grid connection of energy systems via inverters.
Progress?  new AS/NZS 4777 (2015-16) series to be directly
cited in ESR’s via parliament end of 2019?
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DG Guide
2.

Participation Code for DG < 10kW (Schedule 6.1):
Part 1 - connection application path for all DG types
Part 1A - fast-track application path for inverter based DG
Problem: Part 1A applicant cannot be made to comply with the
DG Guide’s traffic light system of connection requirements (such
as requiring inverter volt-var response or manual assessment)
Traffic light system
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≤ H1

No mitigation

> H1
≤ H2

Inverter volt-var & volt-watt
capability required

> H2

Manual assessment required
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DG Guide
Timeline
•
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December 2016: EEA submits proposal to amend the Electricity Industry
Participation Code to address this Part 1A issue
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DG Guide
EEA’s proposed Code change
Schedule 6.1, Preliminary Provisions:
1D When application may be made under Part 1A
A distributed generator may elect to apply to a distributor under Part 1A instead of Part 1 if the distributed generation to which
the application relates—
(a) is designed and installed in accordance with AS 4777.1; and
(b) incorporates an inverter that
(i) has been tested and issued a Declaration of Conformity with AS/NZS 4777.2 by a laboratory with accreditation
issued or recognised by International Accreditation New Zealand; and
(ii) can perform the inverter operational modes that may be required according to the distributor’s connection
and operation standards; and
(c) has protection settings that meet the distributor’s connection and operation standards; and
(d) has a maximum export power that is less than an export power threshold specified by the distributor, at the
distributed generation’s location. This criterion (Clause 1D(d)) does not apply if the distributor does not publish an
export power threshold.

DG Guide
Timeline
•

July 2018: EEA releases interim guide
 Incorporates substantial consultation feedback
 ESR issue - recommends that distributors seek their own legal
advice regarding network connection of AS/NZS 4777.2 (2015)
conforming inverters in domestic installations.
 Part 1A issue – recommends that distributors wishing to practise
the Guide’s traffic light system encourage DG Applicants to apply
for connection under Part 1.
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DG Guide
Timeline
•

September 2018: Electricity Authority releases issues paper
 EA Work Programme Project introduced in 2017 in response to
EEA’s Code Amendment request.
 Issues paper proposes 3 options for managing higher possible
levels of SSDG.
 Option B includes considering the request received from the EEA.
 Issues paper called for submissions to specific questions.

•

November 2018: EEA submission to EA on issues paper
 EEA supports Option B.
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DG Guide
Issues paper statement on EEA DG guide
“The EEA guide would require distributors to use more advanced inverter
power quality modes”
The proposed Part 1A code change gives distributors the
flexibility to do what they wish, for example:
1. Adopt the Guide’s 3-tier traffic light system (has
two export thresholds). Green category does not
require advanced PQ modes like volt-var
capability.
2.

Adopt a 2-tier system (has 1 export threshold H2)
where all inverters must have the volt-var
capability. Proposed by EA and acknowledged by
EEA’s submission as a useful simplification for a
Part 1A code change.

≤ H2

> H2
2-tier traffic light

3.
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Don’t adopt hosting capacity at all, or perhaps
require inverter demand response modes.
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DG Guide
Issues paper statement on EEA DG guide
“The EEA guide would require distributors to assess the hosting capacity of
each low voltage network”
 EEA Guide recommends this as a preferred option.
 EEA guide also provides the option of arbitrary export power thresholds
• E.g. Using 2 fixed export thresholds across all LV networks as per
Queensland’s Energex/Ergon.
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DG Guide
Issues paper statement on EEA DG guide
“[The EEA guide] would require that applications to connect SSDG in LV
networks that are congested, or that the distributor assesses will become
congested, to … limit the amount of power imported into the network ”
 Red: application ineligible for Part 1A, requiring Part 1 application and
manual assessment. Up to discretion of the distributor to determine
mitigation requirements and power import limit if any.
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DG Guide
Q11: Should the Code threshold align with
the new inverter standard?
AS/NZS 4777.1 (2016) – installation requirements:
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DG Guide

Final form of the Guide will depend on industry submissions & the
Electricity Authority decision
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Thank you to our industry members of the Power Engineering Excellence Trust
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